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21.1 – 1:30 p.m.

For the first time, scaled PMOS MUGFET devices with TiCN/HfO₂ gate stack is doped with specific pulsed plasma doping processes. This paper first highlights the key benefit brought by conformal source/drain extensions, demonstrates how pulsed plasma doping process can be tuned to conformally dope very dense Fin structures and finally shows that high performance (+24% vs. ion implant reference) multi-gate pMOS device (720 µA/µm @ Ioff=20nA/µm, at Vds=-1.2V) is achieved with extensions formed by optimized PLAD process.

21.2 – 1:55 p.m.

We report, for the first time, a detailed study of Intra-Die Variation (IDV) of CMOS inverter delay for the 65nm technology, driven by mm-scale variations of rapid thermal annealing (RTA). We find that variation in VT and REXT accounts for most of the IDV in delay and leakage and is modulated by RTA ramp rate. We show a good correlation of inverter delay to mm-scale variation in the predicted reflectivity of the device pattern densities.
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21.3 – 2:20 p.m.

High performance Ni-FUSI/HfSiON CMIS with suitable Vth in a wide Lg range is presented. This is accomplished by ion implantation to substrate and phase control of Ni-FUSI gate. Threshold voltage of Ni-FUSI NMIS is controlled by nitrogen implantation, and that of NiSi-FUSI PMIS is controlled by fluorine implantation. It is demonstrated that N/F incorporation can realize 0.2-V-low Vth, high carrier mobility, and high reliability for both NMIS and PMIS. Drain current increases by 16% for NMIS and by 55% for PMIS compared with poly-Si/high-k CMIS. Substrate ion implantation engineering is promising for multi-Vth CMIS platform for 45-nm node and beyond.

21.4 – 2:45 p.m.

In this paper, we present an advanced integration approach using milli-second anneal technique to enhance device performance. In addition to enhanced poly-silicon activation, the device gain resulted from channel stress modulation, and retarded dopant diffusion can be obtained through process optimization including rapid-thermal anneal (RTA), capping layer, and milli-second anneal. More than 15% NMOS performance gain is demonstrated without undergoing milli-second-anneal-induced pattern loading effect and re-crystallization defect. No obvious stress relaxation and driving current degradation are observed in epi-SiGe PMOS. Moreover, the performance gain is increased while lowering the RTA temperature, suggesting that our proposed approach may open an alternative pathway for 45nm technology node and beyond.